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ABSTRACT- Now Cloud computing becomes so much 

popular coz satisfying business needs efficiently. Cloud 

features provide best lead to organizations to effectively 

access data and services with less cost over the internet. This 

also raise issues related with cloud security. This paper 

presents brief information regarding cloud computing 

security challenges. This information includes security 

mechanisms that should be consider for Cloud Service 

Models. This Work also focus on detail knowledge of 

security issues, threats which may use by attacker. It also 

explains cloud components levels threats and attack so more 

secure mechanism can identified for each component. This 

Paper introduced classification of Cloud security areas issues 

to develop secure Cloud Security services in future. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Computing provides us various facilities which varies 

from storing data and access different types of services which 

are provided by cloud. Also Cloud provide best solutions for 

business by sharing resources and use readymade 

infrastructure. This results in reduction of cost and focus on 

business rather than building infrastructure for business. 

Resource sharing, data storage, use of cloud application 

requires very strong security [1]. 

Basically, Cloud provides us three types of models depending 

on service they provide to customer. The service models are 

SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. SaaS(software-as-a-service) model 

mainly focuses on access of application provided by Cloud 

provider. SaaS has risk like access control because of this 

model one application can be used by many users. example 

Google provides different software as a service. 

Platform-as-a-service (PaaS) model provides development 

platform for creating various application. Those application 

data is so valuable so it should be protected from attack. For 

securing data, encryption is best solution before storing data 

on data server. Cloud data server should ensure secure data 

availability for cloud users. Ex. of PaaS Microsoft Azure, 

Google App Engine. Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) 

models provides network framework which provides storage 

for data, standard services. IaaS also provides Virtualization 

concept. While considering IaaS security we should focus on 

network security including risks related with firewall, virtual 

machine. Ex. of IaaS Amazon Web Services (AWS), 

Microsoft Azure [2]. 

Cloud also divided into three types according to location of 

infrastructure. They are public cloud, private cloud, hybrid 

cloud. Public Cloud is easy to use by end user and it has 

feature scalability for resources. But it may be not reliable as 

anyone can access it. Private Cloud provides one framework 

to organization to run their business. Though Private Cloud 

is not open to all users but still security of data is major issue 

as privacy of organization’s data is important. Hybrid cloud 

provides mix services of public cloud and private cloud.  

Hybrid Cloud security issues includes data protection, 

application protection, infrastructure protection as visibility 

is not present [3]. 

It is so much important to maintain system by security 

patches. Operating system (OS) and application patches so 

useful to avoid unauthorized access. In Cloud, consumer 

should manage system maintenance by installing patches [4]. 

Cloud provides high performance computing facility, large 

storage data, capabilities to access different application but 

most of the business gets affected because of security issues. 

Cloud Provider and consumer both should have knowledge 

about IaaS shared responsibility security model. Shared 

responsibility model recites security duties of both cloud 

provider and consumer [5]. Next section discussed studied 

literature of Cloud security. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Security policies plays important role to protect data from 

attacks. Security policies consists of security services for 

network, data and infrastructure. 

A. Security Services 

Availability: Availability secures data and service 

availability to right user on demand. In case of DDos 

(Distributed Denial of Service) attack it should stop data 

transfer. 

Integrity: Integrity of data provides secure integrity of data 

should be available to right user. It guarantees data is not 

change by intruder. 

Confidentiality: Confidentiality provides secure data to 

authorized user. Cloud uses encrypted form of data to make 

it confidential to store and to transfer.  Encryption of data is 
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useful technique to make it safe from attack. 

Authentication: Authentication service related with integrity 

and confidentiality service with right person. Only those 

users who have right to access data or service is first 

identified and then access makes available to that user. SSO 

(single sign on) is one example of authentication method. 

Non-Repudiation: Non-Repudiation service is one type of 

contract between sender and receiver. Digital signature 

mechanism is one type of Nonrepudiation service [6]. 

Sgandurra and Lupu[7]  have demonstrate different levels 

attacks, what attackers wants to achieve. Security should be 

applied on each level of system it may be OS, application, 

hardware. They present security issues on each level of 

system. Kumar et al. [8] have presented various types of data 

security issues which are applicable for Cloud. Multiuser 

feature of cloud is a big challenge from security point of 

view,this is considered by them.Various methods to 

overcome data security issues are explained in this paper. 

Marwane Zekri, et.al[9] explained how intruders uses bugs 

and vulnerabilities to attack. These bugs and vulnerabilities 

may present in technology or protocol. The paper also 

explains DDos (Distributed Denial of service) effect on 

Cloud service. 

MGM Mehedi Hasan et.al [10] demonstrated malicious VM 

attack also a big challenge in Cloud. The paper explained 

attacker approach by CAMP game. 

Himadri Shekhar Mondal, et.al [11] presents that clouds 

attacks may get covered but speedy-timely attack detection 

needed. and explained Fuzzy mechanism for cloud to find out 

DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attack. DDoS attack 

becomes more problematic if not recognize by security 

mechanism. Author proposed Fuzzy mechanism which is 

more secure. Next section explains analysis of studied 

literature. 

III. ANALYSIS OF LITERARURE REVIEW 

A. Types of security issues  

While considering Cloud Security we should focus on each 

element of Cloud which plays important role in cloud 

computing. Following are types of security issues areas. 

Storage Data security Issues: In Cloud, data is stored on 

different server at different location. This distributed storage 

of network is challenge for security. So it is duty of Cloud 

Provider to make available Storage data to authenticate user 

any time. Cloud Provider should be capable of to handle this 

type of security challenges [12]. 

 

Figure 1: Classification of Cloud security areas 

Storage Data security Issues: In Cloud, data is stored on 

different server at different location. This distributed storage 

of network is challenge for security. So it is duty of Cloud 

Provider to make available Storage data to authenticate user 

any time. Cloud Provider should be capable of to handle this 

type of security challenges [12]. 

Application security Issues: Cloud gives ability to access 

applications to multiusers. The security of these application 

is big challenge as stealing information ,perform malicious 

attack on information by attacker done via cloud 

application.so proper standard secure framework should 

available to access applications of various platform on cloud 

[14]. 

User Identity Security: Cloud provides on demand services 

including data storage, different resources, application, and 

network to users. Here managing authorized consumer is 

challenge. Before providing service checking identity of user 

is important. Resources can be made available to right user 

by authorization, authentication, and access management 

policy. Authentication is process in which user get access of 

data or resources when user able to present some proof 

proving he/she is right person to access it. Authentication can 

be achieved via different techniques. Simple technique of 

authentication is (credentials)username and password, SSO 

OTP (One time Password) for accessing multiple services 

provided by cloud [15]. 

Authorization is process in which only authorized user who 

has right to access information or resources can get it.  Access 

levels get assigned to different services of Cloud. Only those 

users who have that level of access control can use that cloud 

service. Cloud works with many authorization mechanisms 

for Security. Mandatory Access Control(MAC) gives 

possible to achieve confidentiality.MAC provides more 

secure way to access data and application. Discretionary 

access control (DAC) determines access permission to each 

user. Role‑based access control (RBAC) Role-based access 

control allows role access only to authorized users [16]. 

B. Security policies Issues 

 Service‑level agreement (SLA) is one type of contract 

between Cloud provider and Cloud consumer. 

 SLA mainly focuses on providing and monitoring 

services. SLA consists of different services and 

complaints records. SLA describes service performance 

standard, service response, service availability. 

 Cloud business mainly focus on client so client 

authentication, client access control, access management 

are important features in cloud security [17]. 

C. Cloud threat model  

Cloud Computing makes business more powerful providing 

many facilities like resources, infrastructure. Business need 

to focus purely on business rather than resources. But to 

maintain and manage cloud security is really big challenge 

nowadays when an internet user increases rapidly. 

Threat model is presentation of vulnerabilities, risks related 

with system from security point of view. The main aim of 

threat model is to provide safety and confidentiality to data 

and resources of cloud. Threat models are organized path to 

point out and reduce risks. Preeti describes threat model 

between two VM. Malicious attack can be done by traffic 

flooding. It can also have done by consuming resources by 

virtualization [18]. Praerit Garg and Loren Kohnfelder 

developed Threat model at Microsoft called as STRIDE. 
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STRIDE mainly divided threats into six categories (spoofing, 

tampering, repudiation, information disclosure, denial of 

service, and elevation of privilege). Every type of threat has 

its own type of attacks [19]. 

 

 

Figure 2: Categories of Cloud components, threats and attacks 

Spoofing: Spoofing is act where unacceptable user gains 

access to communication for stealing someone’s personal 

information. Spoofing done mainly to arrange DoS (Denial 

of Service) attack which is also achieved through traffic 

flooding, intrusion links, breaking access control mechanism. 

IP spoofing and DNS spoofing are main spoofing attacks 

[20]. 

Tampering: Tampering is behavior to purposefully 

destroying or editing data to make it dreadful. By using 

Tampering one can edit code to break down system. File 

Integrity Monitoring (FIM) can be useful to find out critical 

information editing. Cloud computing deals with large 

amount of data so only confidential critical data can be 

watched by using cryptography which may be operating 

system, application, security, and user confidential data. A 

separate management file system can be maintained for 

storing log files [21]. 

Repudiation: Repudiation threat indicates lack of integrity of 

data. The integrity of data edited, modified by attacker. 

Availability of origin data service of Cloud gets lost because 

of Repudiation threat. Cloud security should have security 

control mechanism to trace user’s actions [22]. 

Information disclosure: Confidential information access by 

unauthorized user is called as information disclosure. 

Information disclosure can be done by observing services and 

their vulnerabilities.VM configuration is also one type of 

information leakage. Internal type of disclosure can be 

happened by mistake. But External information disclosure 

had done for specific purpose by attack. Information 

disclosure can be avoided by using Encryption, 

authentication methods [23,24]. 

Denial of service: DoS (Denial of Service) is an attack made 

by malicious activities to stop system which results into legal 

user not accessed services or resources. Distributed Denial of 

Service (DDoS) attack done after vulnerabilities of network 

security. This type of attack can be avoided by applying load 

balancing techniques. Firewall also useful to prevent such 

network security attacks [25]. 

Elevation of privilege: Authorization permits access to only 

privileged level. Elevation of privilege threat is nothing but 

creation of scenario by attacker that attacker becomes part of 

trusted system. It becomes dangerous as authentication 

mechanism avoided by attacker by utilization of 

vulnerabilities [26]. 

D. Attacks on Cloud components 

A cloud computing model provides lot of facilities, services. 

Cloud gives ability to use resources available on internet. But 

while using Cloud, users should be aware of different attacks. 

Cloud Provider should have enough knowledge regarding 

Cloud security threats, types of attacks, preventive security 

measures. Following to OWASP (Open Web Application 

Security Project) types of attacks we can consider. 

Abuse functionality attack:  Abuse functionality attack used 

by attackers to use resources, access control, information 

leakage to produce unacceptable result. DoS attack, protocol 

abuse, editing VM configuration are comes under Abuse 

functionality attack [27]. 

Injection attack: Injection attack uses unauthorized access to 

inject changes in code or database. Injection attack leads into 

different behavior of system. example SQL injection attack 

[28].  

Probability-based attack: Probability-based attacks make full 

use of delicate cryptography data by different ways. 

Examples man in middle attack, brute force attack, side 

channel attacks [29]. 

Protocol manipulation attack: Protocol manipulation attack 

comes under network security attacks. Defect in network 

leads to modification of code, use of communication, denial 

of services protocol attacks [30]. 

Resource manipulation attack: Cloud Computing provides 

availability of data-on-data store. Data storage is one type of 

resource in Cloud. Resource manipulation attack leads to 

break down resources which may be files, applications, 
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information. Example is modification in code [31]. 

Sniffing attack: Sniffing attacks can gain information from 

sniffer which is application to catch network traffic. Main 

target of sniffing attack is to gather network traffic data. 

Cloud data storage also get affected by sniffing attack [32]. 

IV. FUTURE CLOUD SECURITY ISSUES 

Cloud Computing enables end users to access data, network, 

resources, infrastructure available on Cloud and concentrate 

on their work. Nowadays IoTs (Internet of Things) becomes 

essential part of development. IoTs applications increases 

rapidly and uses Cloud Computing to store data on cloud 

storage on anywhere over internet. Cloud Computing 

provides best solutions for today’s world, but this cloud 

environment also has security risks. It is basic need of Cloud 

Computing to study threats related with cloud security. 

Prevention of data, network, resources, infrastructure leads to 

Secure Cloud. Though many researchers tried to resolve 

security issues but still increasing use of Cloud Computing 

facing new security issues like resource sharing, 

Virtualization, multiuser support which become challenges to 

researchers. 

There is need of Cloud security mechanism which handles all 

security areas like from cloud computing data to cloud 

network. Outside attacks can be handled by cloud security 

mechanism but there should be availability of strong policy 

for handling inside attacks which are really hard to identify. 

Efficient Cloud Security framework can be achieved by using 

latest intelligent technologies. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Cloud Computing is essential part of business world has 

ability like scalability, resource availability. Though 

Powerful opportunities provided by Cloud still some 

Securities issues present. Here main goal of this paper is to 

study various security issues, challenges, threat, attacks 

related with cloud. This study helps to realize various security 

weaknesses of cloud computing. Presentation of security 

mechanism, policies provide track for secure Cloud 

framework. 
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